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COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Thank you for your commitment to partnering with us on this journey towards a more equitable and just community.

At the heart of the Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts’ mission lies its core commitment to increasing equity and opportunity for all people across Hampden, Hampshire, and Franklin counties. As you delve into the pages ahead, you will learn that the Community Foundation has continued to take bold strides in prioritizing and integrating diversity, equity, and inclusion in all that it does, a true testament to the depth at which the Foundation has committed itself to helping neighbors access a more satisfying quality of life.

The Foundation’s pledge to a strong start for all children resonates deeply, as does its endeavor to pave a way for accessible and more affordable post-secondary education and training, through Western MA Completes. As your community foundation, it also nurtures a vibrant local arts and creativity ecosystem, fostering spaces through ValleyCreates in which the talent of our community members can sculpt a future brimming with opportunities and where our communities flourish.

As it is every year, none of the Foundation’s work would be possible without the charitable giving and collective impact of our donors and supporters. The Community Foundation thanks you for being an integral part of this transformative journey and for propelling our region towards greater vitality.

As you navigate through the following pages, you’ll discover how diversity, equity, and inclusion aren’t just concepts—they’re interwoven into every facet of the Foundation’s work, reflecting our commitment to building a more just region. By fostering an environment where every voice is heard, every perspective is valued, and every opportunity is accessible, the Foundation strives to create a future that shines brighter for all, transcending boundaries, and inspiring generations to come.

Thank you for your commitment to partnering with us on this journey towards a more equitable and just community.
This past year has been remarkable, with $13.5 million in charitable contributions received from our generous donors and supporters and over $18.8 million invested to support nonprofit partners and the communities they serve.

The Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts remains strongly committed to advancing equity—both internally and in our work with the community. We continue to embed equity in all we do, whether that's inspiring donor gifts or deepening our relationships with nonprofits who are prioritizing equity within their organizations. We are doing this by opening our doors wider to partner with our entire community to advance our strategic priorities: advancing charitable giving, bolstering pathways to post-secondary education and training through greater accessibility and affordability, supporting a vibrant and local arts creativity ecosystem, and supporting a stronger start for all children.

Our work over the past year has been marked by significant changes within the Community Foundation and within the community itself. These changes have allowed us to build on our solid foundation while introducing new perspectives that have enriched our work. This year we honored the departure of Katie Allen Zobel, an inspiring leader at the Foundation for 17 years, while welcoming a new President and CEO, Megan Burke. Megan joined several other new staff who, together with our existing staff, bring energy and commitment to this work and who are truly reflective of the community we serve, with a diverse set of geographic, professional, and lived experiences. We also welcomed a diverse group of volunteers, including three new Trustees and many new grant reviewers, who themselves reflect the energy and spirit of what makes Western Massachusetts an amazing place to live. More than half of our Trustees and our grant reviewers identified as Black, Indigenous, or people of color and across our hundreds of volunteers, we gained perspectives on the lives of Franklin, Hampshire, and Hampden County residents.

Finally, as the world has “re-opened” following the intense shutdown of the COVID pandemic, we have reopened our doors, welcoming the community in. We have also traveled up and down the Connecticut River Valley and into the hilltowns to listen, learn, and celebrate community, in person, once again. This has allowed us to see firsthand the ongoing financial impact of the COVID pandemic that has exacerbated the disparities that exist across both our urban and rural communities. And it has also allowed us to see the amazing creativity that exists throughout our region as residents, nonprofit leaders, students, artists, business leaders, donors, and elected officials leverage recovery initiatives to build back our communities so that they may be stronger, more inclusive, and more resilient.

We are proud of what we’ve been able to accomplish together and recognize that our achievements will improve the future for western MA residents for years to come. It is with that pride and pure gratitude that we present to you our annual report for 2023. Thank you for your partnership, for thinking creatively along with us, for sharing your insights and experiences, and for your unyielding motivation and commitment to our mission.

Warmly,

Megan Burke
President and CEO

Paul R. Murphy
Trustee Chair

Karin Lee George
Trustee Vice Chair

Unaudited financial information; more detailed financial information available on our website.
Each dollar invested in preschool programs brings a 7 to 10% return on investment through increased earning potential and decreased public spending.

When Apelila Joseph reads through a stack of high-school scholarship essays, it’s not grammatical mastery she’s looking for—at least not at first. “I’m looking for the story they’re trying to tell me,” she says of the many Western Massachusetts students who submit scholarship applications to the Community Foundation each year. “Students get very personal in sharing their struggles, and I approach the reading process through the lens of their stories.”

As a past recipient of a Community Foundation scholarship, Apelila knows how impactful financial aid can be—particularly for low-income, first-generation college students. However, she is more than just a past recipient; since graduating from Smith College in 2015, Apelila has worked at the frontlines of college affordability, once serving as a financial-aid advisor for Springfield Public School students and now as a program manager for Massachusetts Educational Financing Authority’s (MEFA) college-planning program. What began as a stop-gap job fresh out of college has become her life’s passion, guiding high-school students, especially those in need, through the byzantine process of college financing.

Apelila’s professional path led her to the Community Foundation, where she has volunteered as a scholarship reviewer since 2016 and recently joined the Education Committee—an oversight board for the many scholarships and loans the foundation facilitates, including the Western MA Completes initiative for returning students. During that time, Apelila has brought the practical knowledge she’s acquired in working one-on-one with students and their families to the Community Foundation’s work in making college accessible to all. “Because of my past work in Springfield Public Schools, I see the scholarship process in a different light,” she says. “I’ve personally worked with students who check their email every day to see if they got [one of our scholarships]. In fact, they’re often waiting to make a college decision based on that email.”

Whether Apelila is reviewing next year’s scholarship essay prompts or deciding how to manage emergency scholarship funds, equitable access is foremost in her mind, as it is for each of her fellow committee members. “Because we’re coming from all walks of life—not just racially and ethnically, but also in terms of careers—each of us brings our own lived experience to the discussions we have,” she explains. “A lot of organizations say they’re equity focused, but I’ve seen it actually shine through in the work we do.”
What can happen when a small group of people dares to meet racial and social injustice with the question, “How can we do this differently?” Pa’lante Transformative Justice, a youth-led organization in Holyoke, offers an answer.

As graduation rates plummeted and suspensions soared in the Holyoke Public School system, several educators came together in 2012 to discuss alternatives to a punitive—and often ineffective—disciplinary approach. By the summer of 2015, that small group had gained buy-in from school and district leaders to pilot Pa’lante, a youth-led restorative justice program. Students facing discipline were diverted to the program, and many soon became peer leaders within the group. Pa’lante’s focus on restorative justice allowed students to find their way back into the school community, rather than get pushed out by exclusionary discipline practices.

In addition to preventing incidents of school push out, Pa’lante also sought to transform school policy and practices more broadly. For example, students organized to prevent a proposed random-search policy from going into effect, advocated for an ethnic studies graduation requirement, and helped transform the school’s in-house suspension room into a Student Support Room. However, students and their adult allies hoped to have impact beyond any one building. Kayla, an eleventh-grade peer leader, explained, “One of the main ideas Pa’lante focuses on is dismantling structures of institutional oppression—to dismantle the whole system rather than just solve the problems of individuals.”

Last year, Pa’lante relocated to a community space outside Holyoke Public Schools and is working to expand their reach to all the city’s young people—including those no longer enrolled at school. This year, youth leaders developed a social justice-informed program designed to be an alternative to existing anger-management courses for youth assigned through the criminal legal system. Pa’lante is also in the final steps of purchasing their own building in Holyoke, paving the way for an open-door Youth Leadership Hub.

In 2022, the Community Foundation supported Pa’lante’s efforts with a $30,000 Flexible Funding grant. According to the organization’s executive director, Luke Midnight-Woodward, unrestricted funding is critical at this point in the program’s development. “We’re in a dynamic period of transition and unrestricted funds help us meet the moment,” he says. “We don’t just want to keep young people out of prison; we want to help them build leadership skills and become powerful agents of change and transformation. This support helps us be nimble in achieving that.”
A Vibrant Arts and Creativity Ecosystem

Transforming Art

Transformative Art

As a poet, composer, singer-songwriter, and scholar, Diana Alvarez doesn’t view creativity as the spice of life, so much as critical to life itself. “If we want young people to transform our world, we have to allow them, and ourselves, to access creativity,” says Diana.

Diana’s own journey as an artist led her/them to a doctoral program and many cherished mentors, all leading to the development of “Quiero Volver.” Diana describes the work as a “living force, to the natural creativity within each audience member. “I realized that my work was a community gathering,” they explain. “If I focused on improvisational pieces, I could guide the audience and our group of performers into creating something together.” They had discovered that inclusivity was more than just their subject matter—it also provided the best way to express it.

Fittingly, Diana was able to move their work forward in 2022 with the help of a Community Foundation Project Evolution Grant, a program that provides artists with a project-planning workshop and one-on-one coaching sessions, as well as $4,000 in funding.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Creating Hope from Hate

The Markham-Nathan Fund has given out 240 grants for a total of $551,842.

On a cool fall day in 1979, members of the Ku Klux Klan and American Nazi Party opened fire on a group of anti-racism protesters in Greensboro, North Carolina. In a matter of seconds, five protesters lay dead, including Dr. Michael Nathan, a local pediatrician and activist. A jury acquitted all nine defendants in a criminal trial. However, in a civil trial that soon followed, the defendants were found liable for Michael’s death and Michael’s widow, Dr. Marty Nathan, was awarded compensatory damages. Marty used a portion of funds to launch the Greensboro Justice Fund, a seed fund for Southern organizations fighting for social justice. Almost 30 years later, Marty had relocated to Western Massachusetts with her second husband, Elliot Fratkin. She befriended Rose “Arky” Markham, a social worker and activist who had recently lost her like-minded husband, George. Together, Marty and Arky wondered how they might honor their husbands’ past work, keeping alive their shared passion for social justice.

The Markham-Nathan Fund for Social Justice was soon born, and in 2009, it offered its first grants to grassroots organizations in Western Massachusetts dedicated to social justice.

“There were a lot of groups in the area looking to do good work, but with no money,” explains Elliot, a founding member of the fund. “In that first year, we focused on a dozen of these organizations and started disbursing funds.”

Today, the Markham-Nathan Fund for Social Justice continues to provide grants up to $4,000 to small groups in Western Massachusetts working for social justice. Though the fund’s commitment to social justice has not changed, how it defines that work has broadened. “We seek out grassroots movements looking to make change,” says Sabine Merz, the fund’s coordinator. “In recent years, we’ve funded groups focused on trans health, the arts, housing, environmental issues, and many organizations doing work with people who are incarcerated.”

From the outset, the Markham-Nathan Fund partnered with the Community Foundation as a donor-advised fund, which provides infrastructure and human resources that would otherwise prove challenging. This partnership allows donations to be used where donors intend—with organizations looking to get off the ground and make positive change in Western Massachusetts.

“This is how we continue in the spirit of [Michael, Marty, Arky, and George’s] work,” says Sabine. “By taking a tragedy rooted in systemic structural racism and turning it into a fund that enriches our community.”

Rose “Arky” Markham and Marty Nathan

Michael Nathan and his daughter, Leah, in 1979
When Susan and Larry Flaccus inherited her family’s century-old farm in the hills of Shelburne, Massachusetts, two things seemed clear. First, the couple was committed to breathing new life into a property that had served as a working farm since the Great Depression. Secondly, they were not so much owners of the rolling fields, grasslands, and forests, as they were stewards—shepherding the land from its agrarian past to a future of conservation.

After taking over the 150-acre farm in 1998, Susan and Larry wasted no time in uprooting abandoned orchards and reimagining the property as a blueberry and Christmas tree farm. Even as they worked to make Kenburn Orchards financially viable once again, they held a long-term goal of preserving their land for future generations. Easier said than done, as the couple soon learned.

From land surveying to appraisals, the cost of applying for conservation restrictions proved daunting. And as they made their way through the often byzantine and expensive process, they couldn’t help but wonder about the many other families in Western Massachusetts for whom the financial burden would make land conservation impossible. How could they help in bringing land conservation within reach for others?

“We were looking for a fund in Western Massachusetts that would help us meet the goal of helping farmers with the costs of preserving land. We really couldn’t find the right match,” recalls Larry. “So, we decided to make one.” Their search for a partner to help create such a fund led them to the Community Foundation. From day one, the couple made clear that they wanted their fund to serve future generations in perpetuity, rather than just make a one-time impact.

With the help of the Community Foundation, Larry and Susan established a legacy endowment fund that would benefit the community for years to come—without affecting their day-to-day finances. “We don’t have enough money to give away a lot in our lifetime, but we do have enough to be generous once we’re gone,” noted Susan.

Once the structure of the fund was established, the couple decided how they wanted it to do good in the world. They settled on three objectives for their fund: helping families conserve forests and farmlands in Western Massachusetts; promoting Quaker-based education; and supporting peace and social-justice initiatives. “Even if we’re not here to see the results, this is a wish that will come true,” said Susan.

We want to help you put your passion into action. To establish a new charitable fund to support the causes you care most about and to invest in our community, contact us. You can choose from several flexible giving options that help you to create a lasting impact in our region. Whether you care most about arts and culture, community health and well-being, the environment, supporting college students with scholarships, creating more inclusive community, or making a difference in the world, we can help you meet your charitable goals.

Give now or after your lifetime.

You can reach Joanna S. Ballantine, Vice-President for Philanthropic Services or Nigel Greaves, Director of Development, at 413-732-2858 or Giving@communityfoundation.org.
The Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts had an investment portfolio valued at over $200 million at the end of fiscal year 2023. Returns of the largest investment pool are noted in the table above. The overall investment objective of the Investment Committee and the Trustees is to manage the portfolio to maximize return while managing a prudent level of risk over a long-term investment horizon. Donors have established funds with CFWM to make grants into perpetuity and so, in managing the pool of assets, the Investment Committee is focused on (1) preservation of principal, (2) growth to keep pace with inflation, and (3) the generation of income for grantmaking and to cover expenses. By design the portfolio is highly diversified with broad exposure to the capital markets—with roughly a 30% allocation to bonds for income needs and to provide ballast or stability in the portfolio and roughly 70% allocated to equities for long term growth. This asset allocation strategy is executed utilizing an expansive group of low-cost, passive index funds. The portfolio is monitored by an investment advisor as well as a dedicated group of volunteers with extensive investment experience.

Unaudited financial information; more detailed financial information available on our website.
Our Commitment to Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion:

We will advance equity, diversity, and inclusion throughout the region's three counties, including our workplaces and institutions, by prioritizing racial equity in all facets of our work.

We have chosen racial equity specifically because of the pervasiveness of racism in interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships and interactions, institutions, and systems in our region and in our country throughout our history. We believe that working toward dismantling systems of racial inequality provides a framework for dismantling all other forms of oppression.

JOIN US TODAY in supporting CFWM’s Annual Fund campaign, TEA—Trust, Equity, and Abundance. Your contribution fuels our mission and allows us to foster trust, promote equity, and ensure an abundant future for all people in our region. Donate now and be a part of the change our community envisions.